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Senate Officer _Election

FRIDAY, 21, JANUARY, 1977

•

Three roll
unopposed ·for
top Senate posts··
.

The election of officers for
the Student Senate will take
place on January 25 and 26
with only one position being
contested. At that time,
students at Northeastern's
Main Campus and the four
off-campus centers; Center for
Inner City Studies, Uptown,
Westside and El Centro; will
decide who they want to
assume the duties of Presi·
dent, Vice-president, Treasurer, and Secretary of the
Student Senate for one yeu
beginning March 1.
The candidates are:
President: Jim Payette
Vice-president: Brent Leath_e rman and Jack Welt
Treasurer: Robert J. Kosinski
Secretary: Judy Macior
For the first -tjme in a
Student Government election,
students will have a "Yes" or
"no" option in voting for
- unopposed candidates. This
by:law of the election rules was
passed by a unanimous vot eof
the senate at its meeting of
January 17.
The tone ~f this year's
election appears to be a far cry
from the hotly contested
battles of last year. · In that
election, presidential candidates , Payette , Robert McDonald and Jacobo Siapiro
campaigned extensively with
McDonald coming out the
winner.
Payette has since been
elected to the important post
of Northeastem's student representative to the Board of
Governors, was appointed to..
the position of Treasurer of the
Student Senate, and has
served aii the Chairmah of the
Student Fees and Allocations
Committee.
It is interesting to note that
three of ' those elected in last
year's election resigned before
the end of their terms. Tom ·
Lasser was replaced as Treasurer by Payette, Ron Stein
was replaced as Vice-president
by Macior and then Leatherman, and Macior now holds
the presidential position va-

.

cated by McDonald: Pat
ities," has been ~way from the
Wellbank remains in her
Student Government acti_on
elected position of Secretary.
for many months.
In the one contested posiPictures and further infortion, Leatherman hope to . mation on the five candidates
retain his responsibilities a_s
can be found on page five. All
Vice-president. His opponent,
candidates were given an equal
Welt, is a veteran senator who,
opporti,mity for photographs
because of other responsibiland the included information.

Senate Presidential candidate Jim Payette. (Photo by Carol Jean
Zalatoris]
·

Senate presses for red~ced b~s fares
by Rohen J. Kosinski
The Student -Senate of
Northeastern voted to send .a
letter to the Chicago Transit
Authority threatening to organize a boycott of CT A
services if the petition drive
for lower bus fare passes is not
heeded. The vote on the
motion was eight to five with
two abstentions.
Senator Tony Negron introduced the motion for the
sending of the letter which
indicated the formation of an
"Anti-bus Coalition" to urge
students who ride busses to
school to find alternate means
of transportation. · It was
decided to allow six weeks for
a reply before any affirmative
action was to take place.
Major opposition came from
Senator Tony Negron defends his proposal for a threatened CTA bus boycott. (Photo by Carol
Senate Secretary Pat Well~
Jean Zalatoris]
\
.bank who said that - the
committee
to investigate the
proposed channels of communcorrect answers of approach. to.
ications and action were all
use in making the demand.
wrong. She said that Th~
Next Student Senate meeting will be held
CTA's hands were tied in the . The Senate first argued a great
Monday, January 18th at 7 p.m. in room ·
length over whether three or
allowance of lower fare passes
CC-217. All are welcome to attend and see
for Northeastern students and · five members should sit on teh
~ your government in action.
committee, but the final
those of other colleges, unless
decision was to appoint Ne'or until the company received
gron, Anthony Robles and
the needed subsidy from the
Student Health Advisory Committee is
John Welt.
Illinois Board of Higher Edlooking
for concerned students to serve on
At this January 17 meeting,
ucation.
the
committee
and to provide imput on how
scheduled as a Special meeting
Many senators were also
to
discuss
the
proposed
constipessimistic about the response
to improve the health facilities here at Northtution, no part of the constitufrom bus-riding students -to
eastern. Interested students should- contact
tion was discussed because of
a boycott. Alternative travei
Brent Leatherman in the Student Governthe lack of the necessary
for those students could be
ment office room E-210.
costly or non-existent.
number of people. The next
meeting will be · Monday,
Then, the major discussion
January 24 at 7 p.m. ·
surrounded the formation of a
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sojourn
\
Friendship - is there anything more gloriQus'l Nothing aspires
more to life than good friends. The abounding forces of the world
leave little room for such luxuries as friend making. Then, it
seems as long as it took to make a friend, times change and
people move on and the process starts all over again.
(dedicated to my friend Leo Fisher)
In a moment of time
As we all come and go,
Amidst the charms
And fire's evening glow;
Just. , . just for a split second
In a world full of minutes,
Our paths did cross But gradual is the knowing
And abrupt is the going.
• For now is tomorrow
And tomorrow's already gone .. .
by Red
You might consider yourself your best friend, too!
Now I know a person t!tat
Is a real zinger,
·Every time yt>u see him
He's carrying a deadly stinger;
That may sting you on the right
Or he may sting you on the left.
But he is guaranteed to sting you
To death!
And who's capable of delivering
This deadly blow None other than the Scorpio.
Now you have seen lightening,
And you have heard thunder,
A power that's 100% guaranteed!
But you have never seen or heard
Anything like m, triple e, me
Jerry 4le!
by Jerry Lee Harris Mail Room
There is also Qiendship of the earth.
They came today
· •
And took away all the trees.
" People," they said,
"Need more to see."
♦

•

•

PRINT , the official campus new~paper serving
Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N.' St. Louis Ave.,Chicago, Ill., 60625, is published .each ,Ji'riday durin_g the
regular academic year.
DEADLINE for submitting material is Tuesday 12:00 1
noon for the followitig Friday's issue. All _copy must be
typed.
copy or material that does not confo~. in the
standards set · forth under PRINT publiCation policy, at
their discretion, any letters to the editor, announcements,
articles, classifieds, photos, ads, or other submitted
material .for publication.
PRINT editors.have sole authority governing all material
submitted for publication. The editors of PRINT reserve
the right to edit copy. Editing implies that edito? need not·
accept ~11 submitted material for publication. Good .
journalistic standards shall be maintained.
Students are encouraged to submit LETTERS•TO THE
EDITOR. Letters should not exceed two (2) typewritten
pa~. Unsigned letters will not be published, but names '
will be withheld upon request. Obsenitites are discouraged,
-ANNOUNCEMENTS will be accepted from any student,
faculty, administrato~, department, or organization
affiliated with the university. Announcements should not
exeed Y2 page typewritten and will be published on a
space-available basis. . ·
·
CLASSIFIEDS are free to all students and affiliates of
the university. Classifieds sh~uld be funited to 50 typed
words. Classifieds will be published on a space-availablP
basis. All Classifieds will remain confidential. ·
PHOTOS i'· , bmitted for publication become the property
of PRINT.- ·) ,otos will be returned upon request but will
not be held1 : more than one week. Photos should include a
informative cr. ntion (6 lines max.) typed on a separate sheet
and attacherl
PAID Ai
vill be published according to t he agreement
between th• ,;1siness Manager and client . No ads will be
·taken over , : telephone. ·
t! THE PIONT OFFICE is located in E049, just outside
the Cafeteri ;. on the lower leyel of the Student Union
Building. Th~ ·,ffice is normally open from 9:00 a.m. to
,; 6:00 p .m. .' .,: .'.ay through ·Friday.
··1·
TH t OFFJ CE TELEPHONE number is 583 -4050 ,
. extension 508 -J r 509. Afwr 9:00 p.m., the direct " night

Late

II
~-·I

line" is 583~-10G5.

/

Newmans
elect
officl}rs :

So the buildings ":eilt up and up
And the animals, long since gone,
And the birds, 'Yith no more home,
" But people," they said,
"Need more to see. "
Until the cities covered
Almost dam near everywhere,
Buildings tall in their scuptorous rows,
Like toy blocks filled up the air.
"More to see," they all replied
But now, I can't see the sky.
by Red

1
l

by Liz Sygiel

Elections were held last
week for new officers at the
Newman Center, 5450 W.
Kimball. The new officers are
Please submit any poems, etc., to Red care of the PRINT.
President Don Collins, VicePresident Rich Bossie, Secre
· tary Sandy Reich, and Trea•
surer Bob Miller.
New activities are being
planned for · the coming
months. One of these is a Beer
and Pizza night to be held on
Thursday nights. •There will
'
also be a _day.long retreat beki
in conjunction with the Wright
Newman Center on Jan. 29.
Also in the planning is a
Communications Workshop
by Ann F. Holda .
Peterik . came on and greeted
which begins on january 24
I'm your vehicle, baby, I'll
the audienc;e "Hello Northfrom 6:00-8 :00 p.m. at the
bring you anywhere you want - eastern, it's good to be here."
U.N.I. .Center.
to go . . .. by Jim Peterick from
Som.ehow you believed him
In addition to these special
"Vehicle" by the Ides of
and the group seemed to be
program.,s the Newman center
March.
·
happy playing for you. ·
holds Mass every Saturday
The above sentence is very
The moment the first chords
- true of Jim Peterik. He can
were played the audience night at 8:30.
The Newman Center is a
take you, by way of his music,
began to applaud and the
good place to meet new
anywhere you want to go. The . sound of " L. A, . Goodbye"
friends. So come on over and
versatile, ever-smiling ·Jim
filled the.room. It proved to be
see that they really live up to
Peterik and the Shy Rythm . very deligh t ful with Jim
the motto hanging over the
Section performed last •Tuesencouraging audi!'!nce particiday, here at the UNI auditorpation by clapping and singing door, " There are no strangers
here, only- friends we haven't
ium to a small, but enthusiasalong.
tic group.
[cont'd on page 3] met yet. "
The Band which has been
together for two years , is
· finishing up a tour promoting
their album " Jim_ Peterik
Don ' t Fight the Feeling,"
which was recorded here in
Chicago as well as in Los
Angeles. The group got their
PRINT is the campu s ne ws paper for N orthel s tern Illino is
name as a sort of pun. Jim
Unive rsity. Publis hed weekly , this pa per is paid for by st ude nt
wanted the Chi (for Chicago),
fees a nd la rge ly th e. work of 1'/or t heastern Stud e nts .. Mate ria ls
Rythm Section, but the others
publis hed he rei n a r e not t o be confu sed with vie ws ex.p ressed by
the Un iver s ity admini s tra t ion. PRINT is loca ted in E -049'.
• ·
wanted Shy as the rhythm
section in this band is
· Editor-in-Chief. .' . ... .. . . . . .... ~ ..... . .. . .. . . Robe rt .I. Kos ins ki
anything but shy.
Man aging Editor .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . Robe rt L. Tra han, Jr.
The rest of the band
Associat e Editor , .. . .. .... .. . . .. .. . ... .. .. , . . . .. . An n F. Ho lda
includes Terry Fryer on keyf~hoto E?i_tor ... . . ; . . ... .... .. ... . .. . ·. . . .. .. .. . . .. l>ol.ora .lung
Spo~ts td1tor . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . '. ,', .. . . ... . .. . . .. .. . .loh rt Sil- pal
• boards , Bruce Gaitsch on
flu sint·ss Man agt•r .. _. . . . . , . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . Caro l J t•:rn Za l;\( or is
guitar , and t wo ex-Chase
members Dennis Johnson on
St all: :\I Alhcrt, Cind) Lo u Bt·rg(•r. Larr ; Britt a n. Ja kl-.i Fr,·,·ciman.
bass , and Gary Smith on
El le n hok oris. h a t h, h: on opasl'k. B, ,hh., hrar.i cr. Su,· La m h,
Da ,·1d Mah(•r, Ma r, l'ckr,en. B,·nildc Po l\' t•rini . Cara! l'd rarn.
percussion.
F-a nn i Sosn a. Liz Si g i(•I.
The group began the concert
l'h ologra ~hers: f ynt hia 11 ,;gt·rty . P;rn l .J . !\l:tml:1.' !'a 11l int· Ph ilip ps.
with a quick moving song
Dian ,· I oul os. h a ) ll' nl' T hompson
entitled "Golden Oldies ~nd
.(; ra ph il's: rfom Ha mi ll. Ma rk St'hu!t z
Going Home,'.' about a guy
who was on his way home to
Chicago from Florida . Jim

Peterik 'm<ives'
small. UNI. ·a udience

th.e stalf
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From bad to . ..

Spring!Su_
m mer
by Robert J. Kosinski
If you're one of the 60 per
cent of presently enrolled
students who · intends to
register for courses-- in the
Spring/ Summer trimester, you
may be in for· a slig4t shock.
It seems that the Departments in the College of Arts
and Sciences were 'overly
· optimistic' in their fiscal
planning and as a result,
course offerings for at least the
Spring section will be reduced.
How badly the course
schedule will look seems to be
mostly a matter of opinion.
Randolf Hudson, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences
says that the Spring/ Summer
trimester is typically light and
course offerings will be only
slightly worse than usual.
" Teachers · I've talked to ,
including the one who brought
the situation to my attention,
are not quite as optimistic. As
a matter of fact, they seemed
to indicate that the upcoming
course schedule· may look -like
a replica of a telephone book
fi:om . Barlo, . New Mexico. The
situation may not be as grim
as all that. It is not unfair to
r~alize .. that each, department
plans ..it& . own -budgets· and,
likewise, many undoubtedly
have been more frugal than
others, but if you 're a senior
who needs only one or two
required courses after this
term to graduate, you may be
forced to painfully wonder why
your major department allowed some professor to teach his

own " pet class" to seven
students who heard it would
be an easy "A."
Fifty-five _p er cent of the
usual teaching work force will
be on duty during the Spring.
This is thought to fairly
coincide with the number of
registered students. Teachers
deserve vacations too, but
college professors are specialThe musical group "Synod"-is to play at this year's Homecoming dance.
ists, so the decrease of
instructors will also knock out
many of the required upperlevel courses. So while .those 45
per cent are out writing books
or parking cars or doing
rally on Thursday, January 27
of floats made by clubs and
The 1977 Homecoming for
whatever teachers do when
at 1 p.m. The basketball game
organizations and skis will all
Northeastern students is swiftthey ' re not teaching, many
between UNI and Lewis
exemplify_ the theme of this
ly approaching 'and preparastudents may just as well do
year 's Homecoming, "Once
College at 7:30 p.m. and the
tions are being made to give
the same instead of wasting a
dance, featuring 'Synod', afterupon a Time, " or, famous
all members of the Nort}:1possible non-scholarship
storybook characters.
ward. Hope to see you all
eastern community the opporamount of money on a
So remember!! It's the pep
there!
tunity to share in a truly
virtually useless education.
memorable experience.
It all, of course, remains to
The highlight of this year's
be seen. I would prefer to
festivities will be the annual
provide a word of warning
Homecoming Dance to be held
rather than sound like the
in alumni Hall after · the
voice of doom. A word of
basketball game on January
warning may also be due for
28. Providing the music for
the departments. At the Board
this event will be . 'Synod', an
of Governors meeting held
The Image Workshop, faced
up-and-coming rock group,
by Robert J. Kosinski
here last November, a numbei.:
with financial and membership
originating from Chicago. The
The St udent Senate of
of proposals were made as to a
problems and the possibility of
group ·will entertain students
Northe!:lstern voted to allow
tuition increase. When a
losing their own permanent
with their unique style of
tl_ie Image 16 mm Film
decision on this is made, how
much of "the increase do' you .. music ' following 'the · ex citing Workshop·• to" •merge· with ·· chareer, was only too willing t
discuss the possibilitil~s of a
battle between the NorthAperture, another film club, at
suppose will be channeled
eastern Golden -Ea·g les and
the - expens-e of the · Image · "merger.
toward academics?
With the advisement of the
Lewis College at 7:30 p.m.
permanent charter. The action
Incidentally, I was assured
Charter Review Board, the
A pep rally to urge on our
took place at the senate
that the course schedule for
clubs agreed to the situation
team will be held on Thursday,
meeting on Monday, January
the summer section will be no
and McDonald lifted his veto.
January 27 at 1 p.m. during
17.
worse than usual. Aren't you
The Aperture Club may now
activity hour. The exhibition
The decision to merge came
relieved?
be placed in the Fine Arts
about as a part · of a deal
Board . All equipment, files
between members of the two
and other material belonging
film clubs and former Student
to Image will be transferred to
Senate President Robert McAperture. The only transfer
Donald after the senate voted
that is still in doubt is the use
to grant Aperture a permanent
of the Workshop room allotted
charter.
(cont'd from page 2)
McDonald, feeling that there - to Image. A decision on that
matter will be up to the Board
was no need to have two film
of Mangers of the Northclubs on campus, thought to
eastern Student Union.
to sing the famous song veto the senate's action.
play "Chicago Blues," "Mov"Vehicle. " Myself, being a
ing and Growing," "Lazy
lover of songs with brass
Susan," several of which had
sections was very curious to
been requested by the audsee how "Vehicle" would come
ience. Showing his versatility,
out with only three guitars,
Jim picked up his folk guitar,
and a keyboard. In my opinion
and played "Romance at the
songs written with a brass
Pick'n . Save'.' a nice humorous
section, should be played with
song about finding a girl over
a brass section and "Vehicle"
the frozen meat counter. .
seemed to be the only
All throughout the concert
disappointment of the show.
requests were being made for
However the ~udience did
"Vehicle" which has got to be
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
seem to like it and responded
one of the greatest songs of
Flashing, buzzing, and ringthe Commuter Center staff
by continous applauding.
1970, which was written and
ing - pinball machines will
rented 9 pinball machines
When the show was then
sung by Jim while he was with
soon be legally reinstalled in
which were installed in the
finished a good number of
the Ides of March, a local
the Commuter Center Game
Game Room . Of the 9
people stayed and continued
group which achieved national
machines ordered, all 9 were
Room.
.
clapping and shoutfog for
fame.
The CHicago City Council
reported, closed down, and
more . All throughout the
The band then played
voted January 13 to legalize
removed from the area October
concert, although the audience
" You've Got to Hold Your
pinball machine operations in
13.
seemed to be enjoying the
Own," and "Don't Fight the
Chicago by a vote of 37 to 2.
Now that the machines have
show, they seemed to have a
Feeling," the title cut from
The machines were banned
been legalized, licenses have
need to make constant trips
their album.
from public places in 1936
been applied for. The machines
out for popcorn, and peanuts.
After Jim introduced the
because citizens then · belived
have been moved back into th
Backstage. ~fter the concert . them to be immoral gambling
band, he then said, "and me,
Game Room area, but will not
Jim was interviewed by myself
· well . I '11 just introduce myself,
devices rather than games of
be installed for use until the
and David Maher of CCAB
I 'm the friendly stranger in the
skill.
licenses have been obtained
black sedan. . . " and went on
Unaware of any violation,
from the city.
[cont'd oii page 9)

'Synod' to play /

at Homecoming

Film clubs merge

Jim Peterik
Although the concert start·
ed late, at 1 :30 because-a class
was being held until 12:50, and
the late arrival of a road crew
_ member, the show seemed to
go well with one exception.
The sound people seemed
to be having trouble with one
of the P.A. systems, and above
all the music you could hear a
raspiness, which did not
however hurt the vivaciousness of the performers, t!spe·
cially Jim who was establishing a real contact with the
audience. They seemed to be
in_volved, and the feet of many
were tapping away.
Normally the road crew has
light accompaniment establish•
ed to work with the music, this
time however, they did not
have time to set it up, and the
Band used UNl's system. The
lights seemed to be in tempo
with the music and added to
the enjoyment of the performance.The group then went on to

City Council votes·
pinball back

Page 4
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\, announcements'

r ----·
·I

1:00 p.m. activity hour.
Come on you ping-pong women! We need two winners to
represent Northeastern at the 1977 Region VIII games
tournament at the University of Wisconsin, Madison on February
17,18,19, 1977. Sponsored by the Association of College
Unions-International.
Sign up on Bulletin Board in the gym or see Marjie Jennings,
Gym office.

TYPIST
728-8430 I

1·

----·

THE ENSEMBLE ESPANOL is now preparing for its · spring
concert season to be presented in the UNI auditorium. THE
THE GREEK STUDENT ASSOCIATION is having its
ENSEMBLE ESPANOL is also supported in part by a grant
from the Illinois Arts Council. The company repetiore is second meeting on Thursday the 27th of January at 5:00 p.m. in
comprised of dances in the classical, regional and flamenco styles. the Commuter Center, room CC-216. All students interesting may
Dancers with training in character, ballet, modem and folk are · attend this meeting. New members are welcome. Join us .
encouraged to audition. And for those of you who have never OPA!!!
been to an audition and have always wanted to dance with the
CCAB CCLASSICAL SERIES presents the classical art of
ENSEMBLE ESPANOL ....... .You are welcome to come by
comedy; THE REIFICATION CO., a comic revue composed of
the studio and try anyway!!!!!!!!!!
and by SECOND CITY graduates, will flood the Unicom with
THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will meet every Tuesday during laughter Tues. Jan. 2~ from 12 till 2. It's FREE!

the Winter Trimester at 1:00 p.m. in room S-325. Programs for
the Trimester will be announced at the appropriate times. The
club is open to all university students interested in the realm of
Psychology. All are invited to attend to share your ideas and help
in the organization of existing plans and the invitation of new
programs.
An invitation is extended to the UNI community on a
presentation of a book, PUERTO RICAN NATIONALISM: A
READER edited by JOSE LOPEZ here in the Student Union
Building, room 2.17 at 12:30-3:00 on Tuesday, January 25, 1977.
This is being sponsored by FUSP, Feminis t Club, Sociology
Club, and Chicano Club. Everyone is invited to attend,
refreshments will be served.
NATIONAL STUDENT SPEECH AND HEARING AS·
SOCIATION is meeting Thursdays at 1:00 in room 2-031. Guest
lecturers and possible tours to speech therapy and audiology
facilities will be a part of this 1earning experience. Join us to gain
worthwhile information about speech and hearing.
THE WOMEN'S STUDIES RESOURCE CENTER · has new
hours for use during winter trimester. Anyone taking Women's
Studies courses will find this room very helpful as an aid to
research the topics of women and the Women's Movement.
Monday - 12~2 p.m. ·. •
Tuesday - 9-11 a.rn.
Wednesday - 12-2 p.m.
Thursday - 4-6 p.m.
Friday - 11-1 p.m.
The Resource Center is located in the basement of the Classroom
Bldg. Rm. 0041.
HELP!!!!!!!!! HELP!!!!!!!!! Stageplayers are in desperate 'need
of old,. worn, men's and women's coats. ,(We'll use them for
costuming purposes.) Jackets, car coats, and full length coats are
needed. If you'd like to donate any coats, please bring them to
room F-110 (by the Little Theatre) and place them on a table
marked PUT COATS HERE: Any coats not used will be donated
to the Salvation Army. Your help would be greatly appreciated.
Any questions? Call X 539 and talk to Dick Healer. Thanks. P .S.
We need hangers too. They can be brought to the same place.
ATTENTION: Announcing the formation of an on campus
APBA BASEBALL LEAGUE (for those of you who do not know
what APBA is, it is a compterized dice game). For those of you
who do know and love it, unite with other APBA freaks and help
us form the greatest league ever. If interested contact Tedd
Mallasch at 463-7853. If you like baseball, but have never played
APBA contact me anyway (for the game is simple to learn).

OUTEN APPETIT. The GERMAN CLUB adnounces a
"Kick-Off the Winter · Semester" dinner on Friday February 4,
1977. We will meet at the Brown Bear Restaruant, 6318 N. Clark
St. For details and to make your reservation, come to room 2-020
at 1:00 either Jan 25 or Feb. 1.
A CORDIAL INVITATION is extended for you to hear Dr.
Bertram Abell, Chairman, Department of Secondary Education,
address the Spanish Club on Tuesday, January 25, at 1:00 p.m.
in 2-044 on the topic THE ROLE OF THE FUTURE TEACHER
IN A CHANGING SECONDARY ENVIRONMENT.

Attend a RETREAT/DAY OF RENEWAL on Saturday,
January 29, 1977 from 10 a.m, to 7 p.m. The cost of $5.00 will
include lunch and dinner. Ifs limited to 15 people, so reserve
your spot now by calling June at 583-6109.
A COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP, focusing on techniques for better communication between people, will be taking
place for 10 weeks on Monday nights from 6-8 p .m. on the first
floor of the Newman Center, 5450 N. Kimball. The first workshop
will be on J anuar:v 24.

BEER AND PIZZA DISCUSSION group will be taking place
on Thursday nights at the Newman Center, 5450 N. Kimball,
from 6 p .m. to 8 p.m. ·
WOMEN'S TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT'Organizational
meeting and first competition on Tuesday January 25th at the

Part Time

Taxi Driver

American United Cab
Association Rental cab
available on Saturday
and Sunday day shift.
Must have chauff eui"
license. Call 693-2388 or
281-7835, ask for Carl or
Marty. Apply 6801
North Western at 5 pm.

ROLL-EM PRODUCTIONS presents the sometimes funny
always moving film , "ALICE DOESN'T LIVE HERE
ANYMORE", starring Ellen Bumstyn and Kris Kristoferson
Tues. Jan. 25 at 7: 30 in the Auditorium. Tickets are free with
UNI ID and $2 without.

TEST PREPARATION FOR

law ScaooL ADM1ss10• Tm
GRaoum Mua&EMHT ADM. Im

"THE LION IN WINTER" will grace the UNICORN FILM
screen Wed. Jan. 26 at noon. Bring your lunch .- It's FREE!

GRADUATE ftECOID EHMIUTIO.N
MEDICll CouEBE ADM. Tm

.

• PROfEIIIOIIAL IIITRUCTORI
1 CURREil MATERIALS
■ AOIIIIIIOII / APPUCADOI

TAROT CARD READER ALICE GORMLEY, the first of two
mystical Roving Artists, will read your cards Thurs. Jan. 27 from
10 till 2 3:30 in Village Square; Ms. Gormley. will also conduct a
lecture at 1 :00 in room CC-217 . CCAB Roving Artist
presentations are free.

STRATEGY
■ LOWEST HOURLY COIT

7s2·~·
2:.·as
JS. ~·Cllic■IO

STEVE GOODMAN and friends will perform the music that
makes him . Chicago's favorite Folk singer/ writer/performer
Thurs. Jan. 27 at 7:30 in the Auditorium. Opening the show will
be a delightful acoustic performer who sounds a lot like Dave
Rudolf. Tickets are free w/ UNI ID and $4.00 without.

BUSINESS

CCAB . joins all UNI organizations in saluting our 1977
HOMECOMING, Friday Jan. 28. Don't miss dinner at 6:00
featuring guest speaker Mr. John (RED) Kerr, former BULLS' .
"Coach of the Year" The game at 7:30 should .prove to be most
exciting. SYNOD should help make the dance an excellent finale!
CAMP CHI RETREAT: Spend a great weekend near the
Wisconsin Dells, Feb. 4-6. Social activities combined with Jewish
cultural experience. Sponsored by NIU Hillel, UNI Kial Yisorel
· and Oakton Gesher. For more info contact Kial Yisroel in the
Student Activities Office.
SING ALONG WITH DEBBIE FRIEDMAN, famous
Hebrew/English folksinger will perform at a coffeehouse
sponsored by Kial Yisroel, Thursday, Jan. 27, 12-2:20 p.m. Room
219 CC. All students' and faculty welcome.
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.Stuff PERErlvelo~es
HUNDR_ED
$25.00
Immediate Earnings
s·end $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston, Mass. 02110
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ANTHOROPOS CLUB MEETING, Tuesday, Jan. 25th Rm.
3-046, 1:00-2:00 p.m., to discuss this term's budget allocation,
especially a trip to Cahokia. All invited!
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There will be A SKI TRIP to lndianhead · (Ironwood, Mi) the
weekend of Feb. 11-13. Sponsored by the Outdoor Recreation
Committee. Further information is available from Janet Junior in
the Student Senate Office.
OUTDOOR RECREATION COMMITTEE AND THE
WINTER REC. CLASS is meeting Tuesday, January 25, 1977 at
1 pm in room 2-109.
FOOTBALL: Any new students who want to play football in
the fall should leave his 1) name, 2) telephone number, 3) what
position and put it in the physical education office (by gym) in
the football b()x.
Head coach, Dan Lanno
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There will be a meeting of the Public Relations committee of
the Commuter Center Board of Managers on Tuesday, January
25, 1977 in Room 214 of the Commuter Center Addition at 3:00.
The purpose of this meeting will be to discuss the possible name
change of the Commuter Center. All interested parties are
welcome.

~AUDI0°

There· is an open position on the Executive Board of the
Independent Club Board. .This vacancy may be_filled at the next
meeting on Thursday, January 27 at 1: 00 m the Classroom
Building, room _2-071.

FOR YOU!

"BEAUTY AND THE BEAST" will be presented by t~e
French Club on Tuesday, January 25 from noon to 2:00 p.m. ~n
room A 133 (the Language Lab). This movie is dubbed m
, English.

CAN MAKE

MONEY

Sell audio equipment at your
college. No investment; experienced' sates help and
incentive programs provided ,
Over 60·top brands. including
audiophile lines. Audio Outlet
Wholesalers , , 325 Pascack
Ave .. Washington Township,
N.J. 07675 (201) 666-8868
Attention: Arlene Muzyka.
0
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Senate Officers Eelection

Meet the caJididates
Brent Leatherman, Candi·
date for Vice-president:
·
1½ years on Senate, Current Vice-President, 3 years
Varsity letterman (tennis),
Woman's tennis team manager, Psychology club member, Committees: Budget
Investigation Committee, Officer's election Committee,
B.O.G. Election Committee,
various other Election Commit tees, Charter Review
Board, Library Investigating
Committee, Search and
Screen for Director Physical
Plant.

John Welt, Candidate for
Vice-president:
2 years on the senate,
Campus Planning Committee, Parking Appeals Board,
Constitution Revision, Former Chairman of SF AC,
Band, Jazz Band, Now a
member of the Committee to
invstigate lower. CTA bus
fares.

Judt Macior, Candidate for
Secretary:
1 ½ years as S.enator,
Former Vice President of
Student Government, Cur. rent President of Student
Government, Chairperson,
,Charter Review Board, Former President Student Council for Exceptional Children,
Committees served on: Stu. dent fees· and allocations
committee, Charter Review
Board, Commencement committee, election committees,
several student senate ad hoc
committees, studen't rep for
the College of Education
Admissions Committee.

I,
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picture poll

Donna Errera
Junior-Psychology
History of Popular Culture

i 26 27

Robert J . Kosinski, Can_didate for Treasurer:
Over 2 years the -Editor in Chief of the Northeastern Print, 2
years on the Senate, Member of the Student Fees and Allocations
c·ommittee, Member of the Student Affairs Council, Served on
numerous election Committees, Former member of the Parking
Appeals Board, Fomrer Governing Board Representative to the
Association of Illinois Student Governments.
Having assisted and observed the past three Treasurers of the
Student Senate, I feel I am most qualified to assume · the
responsibilities of this position. As Editor of the Print, I am well
informed in the preparation of large budgets, and I have been
taught and advised well in all other duties by the current
Treasurer Jim Payette. I hope you vote "Yes" to my candidacy.

Main campus . voting wi,I
take place on Jan. 25 & 26

by pndy Hagerty

What is the most interesting course you have
taken here?
·

Mike MacDonald
Freshman·-Earth Science
Physical -Geology

Jim Payette, Candidate for President:
Elected Studeht Representative to the Board of Goverors,
Current Senate Treasurer, 3 years on the senate, Current
Chairman of the Student Fees and Allocations Committees,
Campus Coordinator to the A's sociation of Illinois Student
Governments, Mem~er of the Student Affairs Council, Parking
Advisory Board, Parking Appeals Board.
After three years on the ·senate, I am well aware of the
problems UNI students have faced in the past, and as the BOG
representative I know much of what the future holds. I want to
make student life as painless as possible and hope you will give
me the opportunity.

Guy Kriske
Junior-Informal ion Sciences
Mass Media

from 9 am to 7 pm in the Village Square

Mary-Mucci
Junior-Special Education
Philosophy 11nd Death

Larry Traynor
Sophd'more-Computer Science
Cobol
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the other side
veneer of "the people's'.'
by Ronald Weslow
perception of the aforesaid
interest, when in reality the
Northeastern is witnessing a affects and ultimately reflects
driving force is the self interest
watershed in its historical attitudes on tp.e role of
of those who would most
experience, symbolic of a government and other instibenefit from change, such as
larger, and more subtle charac• tutions in the matter of
ter' change within the Univer- societal control. The idea of
collectivist forces mandating a
bigger and more powerful role
sity itself: The introduction of economic man permeating our
a philosophically conservative wisdom is reputed as crass, , of government at all levels,
now in the guise of concern for
column in PRINT. Heretofore, while social (ist) man is lauded
the underprivileged. The danattempts at political economy as noble and just, thus
writings consisted of liberalism denying tlie possibility of
gers in constant exposure to
one viewpoint are as obvious
- socialism, or mere ranting cohesion between the two .
as effecting a Berlin Wall
(and usually both of neces- This, then, is the needed
around public knowledge, partsity ). This column will break thrus t of exploration : The
icularl5' when the advocated
precedent with one-sidedness, relationships bet ween the exsociety's supposed strengths
introducin g t h e previously isting U.S. economic system
are presented in a m,isinformed
neglected conservative view- _ and other systems through the
and contradictory a manner as
point. Most pressing is t he tenets of individualism, ecothe present society's weaknesimage problem of conservatism nomic and social growth
ses.
- that of a greater emphasis. incentive, technological proThe time is overdue for an
on economic profit-as opposed gress and most importantly,
end to the previous unbalanced
to human needs (as if the two personal liberty _and freedom
presentation (in lucidity of
were inherently contradictory), . economic as well as
thought as well as volume) an~
with a vested interest in political. Too often only the
maintaining the established detractors of our system have
for a clear representation of
the new conservatism, · togetorder. As we shall see in later been vocal, not to mention
her with a re-examination of
columns, the notion rests on physical in wanting our sysseveral half-truths and false tern's destruction . . Extending
held-over popula_r misconceptassumptions, but more to the beyond alterting us to abuses
point is the idea of an image at or promoting' needed flexibility
best undeserved at and worst (recognition of the legality of
deliberately miscast for the labor unions, as an example),
furthering of the vested and now predominately are pseudoself-righteous self-interest of analysis and flip pronouru:epseudo-humanitarians herald· ments reflecting ignorance of
ing collectivism. A m ore economic and social history.
informed viewpoint is rarely More often it is the advocacy
' brought to light, although our of cha nge under the false

ions of the philosophy from an
earlier era. Focusing on how
societal goals can be best
achieved through t he retention
of a basically capitalist system, an inquiry will be made
concerning the interplay be
tween that system and the
goals of individualism and
political and economic freedom
in the attainment of a practical
ideal: An educated, prosperous
meritocracy. For .it is these
forces alone which can resist
the growing intrusions of
collectivism, whether in the
form of liberalism, socialism,
or C(?mmunism, .systems which
disdain individual fceedom in

favor of submission to supp osedly benevolent, humane
dictatorship, for the "people's
good" The contradictions and
misnomers in such false prophecy will be explored in later
columns, but suffice it to say
such
intensely
political
"groupthink" scenarios are
anathema to this columnist.
Next week these is.sues will be
viewed from a new perspective.
Let us examine the characteristics of the new era and the
misunderstandings of the old.
Friend and foe alike are invited
to read and respond, so please
do so!
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Saturday, January 29
10am-7pm

i
! are $5.00. For information
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or to make re-:
: servati ons , call Ju ne at-the Newman Center,:
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583-6109,, .
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WORKSHOP
Beginning January 24

:
:

• The workshops will. be · offered

,:
:
:
:

on Monday
nights from 6-8 pm by John Price oh the first
floor of the Newman Center, 5450 North
Kimball. For information, call 583-6109.
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~ $4 OFF
· I . · 3316 W. Foster
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Bring in this coupon for ~
big savings on an huge
selection of tops and ...:
famous name jeans for~
~both guys and gals.
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All unclaimed books
fr-om the ~ook Exchange
should be picked up by
th~ owners by . Friday,
Jan. 28. Any rema.ining.
_books or proceeds will-.
become the property of
the new bookstore.
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Ha,:rvester Corp. VP gives
insight to SAM members
pares products and sales to
optimize benefits for the
money spent. Managing 97%
of the company's purchasing
from World Headquarters in
Chicago. Mr. Parker stressed
the truly "international" na:
ture of operations. Th~ company is indeed international,
as business is conducted with
Communist countries as well
as the rest of the Free World,
fos"tering 'worldwide commerce.
He related how frie n dship
between Russia and the U.S. ,'
was p romoted by econ omic
op er ation. Al t hough fi n di n g
the Russian economy " terribly
Bureaucra tic," he was impressed by. how Communist Party
officials felt t he Company was
truly interested in more than

by Ronald D . Weslow
The first public meeting of
Northeastern's business club,
'the Society for Advancement
of Management, was an overwhelming success in terms of
both attendance and enthusiasm of t he students, accord-.
ing to SAM's Vice-President of
Program Planning, Mr. Robert
Barlay. Held last Tuesday in
the Commuter Center, t he
speaker, Mr.'Robert C. Parker,
Vice-President of Purchasing
for the International Harvester
Corporation, with 20 years of
experience. Mr. Parker spoke'
on how, as head of governmen t , he exemplifies · t he
"professional customer" in t he
same manner as t he American
consumer painstakingly com-

Any material: I work at home. Prompt service.
With or without proof reading and corrections.
Six years experience. Will pick up and deliver the
material.
-

-

Call Frank 489-7327

just selling hardware, to the
point' of lifting travel restrictions and allowing t he opening
of a Moscow office. Mr. Parker
also saw the U.S. as taking a
different road t han socialist
England, where million dollar
export operation desperately
needed by the British was shut
down by the labor union
because tea was to be served in
paper cups. Stressing the need
rnr enlarging the economic pie
by giving incen tive to the
"movers and speakers " in stead of cutting the pie smaller
and smaller with labor problem s a n d bureaucracy, M r .
Parker noted the key to
better life for all is in careful
forging ahead, taking risks,
and rewarding t hose who do.
"There are losers as well as
winners." Moving from the
global to the individual level,
he explained what characteris tics are most sough t in
prospective employees . An
iden t ification with management's goal' as to enlarging t he
economic pie, hard work, and
concentration on contribution
·instant-reward. Creativity and
ideas are highly desired, along_
with a dedication to productivity, efficiency, and informed
decision-making. Those who

a

Th.e Best '"The Tycoon' the best!''
Inte~ence "More any
Last

than
other screen adaptation of 1J. Fitzgerald work'The Last Tycoon' preserves original feeling and
infPlligence!"
- Vincent Canby. New York Tim ,·-~

Donors, helpers sought

Kazan's best work,
an astute, shimmering
screenplay
by
Harold
Pinter!"
- William Wolf.
Cue Magazin e
'
I
,
.

perfection
,:One performance
'fyc~ri'

ma,kes 'The Last
a viJ1;ual must! Robert
De Niro's Stahr is ~rfection itself!"
- ,Jnhn Simon. N,·p· 't'orl. Mawu1~,·

A Sam Spiegel-Elia, Kazan Film

Robert De Niro
Tony.,,C urtis Robert Mitchum Jeanne Moreau
Jack Nicholson Donald Pleasence .
Ray Milland Dana Andrews and in t roduc ini: Ingrid Boulting
st a mni:

h_,
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Harold Pinter l'rodum l t,~ Sam Spiegel Oin.>e~ t.y Elia Kazan
· J
Prod ul·tin n Se n ici."shyTyeoon Sen ·ice('ompany Ttthnicolor KeadtheBantam Paprrbac k I=
~ -. !: I
a unce ' arre
A Param ou nt twleaSE" ~
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Wow 8Jiowfng
CJJeerbrook. ,

@'e/ex.
Ch,cago •

Deerf;e ld

<3/or.lqown,
L )mbard

.

At These Theatres:

Old OrcJiard,
Skokie

C£vergreen.
_ Evergreen Park .

~qdJiur§t,
Mt. Prospe ct

Cro~~road~.
Merrillville. Ind .

I

for Feb. Blood .Drive

•

Hauntinst
"Haunt~!Ranksamong
~

~ U ~l(

make it to the higher managercalls for long-term planning
ial levels have in cominon the
enabling t he best co'n tribution
feature of .consistently standto the whole enterprise, which
ing out in performance in a
ultimately benefits consumers
highly competitive situation.
around t he world. The thrust
· A lively discussion period
of his message was that t he
followed the lecture, with
first importance was in recognition of the responsibility
v aried interests within the
business world being explored.
of t he corporation to have
About 100 students attended
consistently high performance
the meeting, and considering
in the furthering of the goal of
that this was not held during
better economic welfare across
" activity hour," the turnout • the world without the oppreswas welcome indeed. Mr. · siveness of the welfare state
Parker concluded by stating
which· cuts a stagnating pie
that the profession of procureinto · smaller a nd smaller
ment is an art as well, but still
pieces.

is

-Fronk Rich, New York Post

Paramount Pictures Prt>sents

International Harvester Vice-presi<lent Parker addresses SAM
group. [Photo by Dolora Jung]
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by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Volunteers from the Red
Cross will be -at Northeastern
Illinois University in Alumni
Hall for the campus blood
drive February 7, 8, and 9.
Persons wishing to participa~
in the Red Cross assurance
plan can donate blood at their
convenien,ce or by making an
appointment with the Office of
Health Services, 583-4050 extensions 355 or 356.
In · an emergency, the assurance plan guarantees blood
to the donor and members of
his family without the responsibility of replacement. Family
members also can become part
of a nationwide system of
· regional Red Cro,ss Blood
Donation Centers that provide
needed blood throughout t he
United States, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, and Can- ,
ada. Donors must be between
the ages of 17 and 66 years,
weight a m i<n imum of 110
pounds and in good physical •
health. Persons with a medical
history of hepatitis, malaria ,
yellow jaundice, or a . form of
cancer; excluding skin cancer,
are inelligible.
Persons over . 66 years old
must obtain written consent

from their physician prior to
donating.
Workers will also be needed
to insure a successful campus
blood drive. If a student does
not qualify as a donor, their
services can be employed, and
they can receive the same
benefits under the Red Cross
assurance plan.
Some 20 volunteers will be .
needed to staff the sign up
table in the Village Square
January 31 t hrough February
4. About 20 · more volunteers
are needed to assist during the
actual drive.
Jobs vary. Volunt;eers will
be asked to register donors,
take temperatures and blood
pressures, label and identify
blood bag sets, serve cookies
and juice at t he canteen, run
errands , type lists Qf donors.
Persons who are q ualifie d
m edical technici ans a re encouraged to aid in performing
hemoglobin tests.
Health Services is appealing
to students who can give even
one hour of time to the blood
drive effort . Members from
campus· organizations, like
Lambda Sigma Alpha who
donate •their services each
year, can't do the job alone.
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Health insurance

age is included. Policy holders
the insurance policy must not
can receive pay up to $50 if
exceed $6,000 in a calendar
treatment is rendered within
year, with the exception of a
72 hours of the time of the
limitation of $500 for motor
accident if emergency accident
vehicle injuries and mental
care is given in a hospital · illness.
emergency room , doctor's ofThe cost of the individual
fice or clinic.
plan is $22 per trimester for
A maximum of $45 for
one student, $55 for a student
ambulance service is available.
and spouse, and $88 for a
A maximum of $100 per student, spouse and dependtooth is available as a result of ents.
injuries to sound natural teeth.
In addition to applications,
Anesthesiologist fees are claim forms and detailed
paid up to 55) per cent of the information outlining the
surgeon's benefits.
policy is obtainable in the
Maximum benefits under office of Health Services.

deadline nears
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Don't be caught without
hospital insurance cov,erage.
One stay in the hospital could
financially cripple a stude!!_L
and threaten the continuance
of a college education. Hospital and medical costs are
astronomical, but insurance is
available for only $22 per
trimester.
The deadline to submit
applications for student health
insurance is Monday, January
31. Applications are available
in the Office of Health
Services.
The student health insurance policy covers hospital
room costs, doctor or surgeon .
fees, emerg~ncy accident care, ,

ambulance services·, dental
emergencies caused by accidents, and anesthesiologist
services.
The coverage pays $100 a
day toward room and board for
30 days per accident and
illness in I\ semi-private hospital room. Students pay $25
deductible. Other hosptial
costs are paid in full up to
$500 and 80 per cent thereafter
for 30 days.
Care rendered by doctors or
surgeons in accordance with a
graduated schedule ·r anging
from $10 up to a maximum of
$300 per accident or illness is
covered. If no surgery is
performed, the policy will pay
$10 per day for the first fiye

Steve Goodman has been Chicago's favorite folkie for
many years. His biggest following developed at the
legendary "Earl Of Old Town" where he nurtured his
friendship with other Chicago greats like Jim Past and
Bonnie Koloc. His songs "The City of New Orleans" and
"The Ljncoln Park Pirates" both broke pop charts and
helped send Steve to national fame. Steve Goodman "and
friends" will bring Steve's special brand of music to the
U.N.I. auditoirum Thurs., Jan. 28 at 7:30 p:m. Opening the
show will be a newer Chicago area musician. Dave Rudolf
will be performing a very individual style of acoustical
music.

EARN GOOD

sss

DAYS. EVENINGS. WEEKENDS.
FULL OR PART TIME
ASA

SECURITY GUARD
Need more income? Here's an excellent part
time or full time opportunity. We have
security guard openings in Chicago and
suburbs for people with a neat appearance
and no criminal record. We have unarmed
openings plus some openings for persons
with blue card.

days and $5.00 per day for the
next 25 days for doctor's daily
visits to the hospital. The
policy does not include payment for office visits, but will
pay for surgical procedures
done in the office.
Emergency accident cover-

Geography Dept. _involv~d
in environmental co-op
by Liz Sygiel
this as his thesis topic:
shallow aquifer system and to
The department of GeoThis study will have a dirdct
graphy and Environmental .identify geologic and environimpact
on the master plan now
mental
hazards.
The
model
can'
Studies here at Northeastern is
under
study
for Will County.
also
b~
used
to
situate
sanitary
doing a co-operative study
Based on this study, Will
land fills which are badly
with Will County Regional
County will be able to design a
needed in the county.
Planning Commission.
master plan that will help the
Help
in
-Mr.
Qutub
on
this
The availability of ground
county work with the environproject is Pat ' Brady, a
water resources in the county
graduate student in the de- ·ment, not against it. Northand how they can be applied to
easterri is being instrumental
partment of Geography and
city planning, land developand extremely influential in
Environmental
Studies.
He
ment, and sanitary land fills
conducting , and in designing
will be compiling the data for
will- be explored. This study
this plan.
this study and perhaps will use
will also locate coal deposits in
the county, their occurance,
thickness, · and the thickness
10% Discount with this ad
and type of material lying
~;
above the coal.
This study will also discover
the pre-glacial drainage system
previously unmapped in the
county. Professor Qutub and
Dancewear
the department of Geography
leotords • tights • slippers
and Environmental Studies
developed and successfully
Skaters ... Gymnuts ... Exercisers ...
implemeJ ted a model which
Swimmers ••• Cheerleaders .•. Belly Dancers
locates pre-glacial' drainage
systems and applies them to ·
HOURS:
5045 Oakton, Skokie, Ill. (Suite 1)
locating additional ground
w-kNys 12 noon to 5 P•'"·
S.turdoys 11 o .m. to S ,...,.
674-5064
water supplies along with
CloMd on Wed__.,ys
on 2nd Floor
sand , gravel, and clay deposits, It can also be used to
establish recharge areas for the
.
.,,
10%off year round discount card 10%off year round discount card 10%year round disco·w
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ANDY FRAIN INC.
1221 N. LaSalle St.
Chicago, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F -
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In honor of the opening of your Uncle Dan's Army-Navy Surplus 0
10% · discou-nt year round 0
..... Center., you are now entitled to
'Ecu with this card and valid student I.D. Just clip it out and put it in your
(.)
wallet. Anytime you need camping goods, outerwear, jeans , tops ·m
"E and much, much more, stop in at any 0f your Uncle Pan 's 3 ::
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Call for an appoinbnent at 664-6769 or
apply in person any weekday from 9:00
. A .M. to 5:00-P.M. at: -
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review

Take a ride on the Silver Streak
by Dan Pearson
guys and bad guys and the girl
-The Silver Streak is not a
who is in peril because she
comic book alien who rides a
knows the secret of the
surfboard. That ' s someone Rembrandt documents. Gene
else, although the Silver Wilder brings life and his
Streak . does deal with a
special sort of compressed
method of transportation and madness- to ' his character of a
its characters could have easily LA book publisher (mostly
been accepted in the ' sort of gardening but an occasional
periodical that features the sex manual) who takes · this
alien surfboard rider.
train to have some time off
This Silver Streak is a train,
from the world which is a hope
or rather a movie about a train that is doomed from the start
that travels between Los by Colin Higgins, the author
Angeles and Chicago and of the screenplay. Higgins is
presumably back again but as the man who gave the world
far as director Arthur Hiller HAROLD AND MAUDE a
(LOVE STORY) is concerned, few years ago. SILVER
this qne way ride should be · STREAK · is the complication
enough for anyone's money.
of a few thoughts he had on a
And for the most part it is, rather boring train ride over a
for SIL VER STREAK is fast similar route. The author als·o
and funny, earthy and enter- doesn't seem to mind borrowtairiing and if those are not ing jokes , inferences and
enough adjectives, add your plotting from other films and
own. On the cold day s we have filmmakers. He uses such good
been experiencing lately both sources as Alfred Hitchcock
outside and on the 5<:reen this and Buster Keat on that in the
film is a welcome source of long run such indiscretions are
warmth.
forgiven because the end result
The story is for t he most is so enj oyable.
part silly bu t it is t hat silly
Trains have provided the
appr-oach that increases the movies from their early begincharm of this big budgeted , nings with subjects for films.
comic book t rea tment of good In 1903 THE GREAT TRAIN

ROBBERY revolutionized the
way pictures were made. THE
IRON HORSE was one of
John Ford's first western
classics. Who can forget the
train rides from THE 39
STEPS, THE LADY VANISHES, STRANGERS ON A
TRAIN, and NORTH BY
N,ORTHWEST? Or the gripping drama of VON RYAN'S
EXPRESS, MURDER ON
THE ORIENT EXPRESS,
Burt Lancaster in THE
TRAIN trying to save the
French art masterpieces from
the Nazis or on a lighter track
the Marx brothers in GO
WEST, W.C. Fields and Mae
West in
M-Y
LITTLE
CHICKADEE and Buster
Keaton in THEN GENERAL.
· But history of the cinema is
not what impresses the viewer
in SIL VER STREAK, what
does impress them is the talent
of the performers that keeps
this train rolling. The small
character roles are occupied by
pros; Ray Walston as a mean
minded henchman, Scatman
Crothers a s a bewildered
porter, Cliff James in yet
another redneck Sheriff role.
Bu t primarily, it is the

teaming of Richard Pyror with
Gene Wilder which really
makes the SILVER STREAK
a delight. It is a mating . of
energy with _anxiety and a
magnificent matcl).. The scene
where Wilder goes the " blacklike-me route" with Pyror's
coaching has the makings of
classic comedy.
Tbe characters on this train
. are caught together in a world

of disappearing bodies, both
alive and dead, F .B.I. agents,
villians with goldteeth, runaway trains, art forgeries and
the missing letters of Rembrandt Van Rijn. It is a story
in which you will not always
follow the logic but you'll follow
the laughs. Hiller and Higgins
and their cast have taken us
for a ride, lucky for us there's
entertainmen t a board THE
SILVER STRE AK.

Jim Peterik
(cont'd from page 3)

I

I.

a song that has stood the test
of time they still play it on the
radio so I'll take it, I'll play
the record till the day I die."
When putting his new group
together I asked why he did
not include a brass section Jim
replied, "The brass sound isn't
quite as in as it was when the
Ides of March were together,
BS & T, and Chicago are real
big, but they don't play the
brass as much as they use to."
"This time we wanted to try it
without it and make more use
of1 the double lead guitar
instead of the bra~s figures.
Someday in the future rd like
to use brass again."
One of Jim's songs, "Chicago Blues," talks about he
difficulty of making it in
Chicago, he said "it is hard to
make it in Chicago, and I
think that one day the whole
city is going to break wide
·
open and it's going to be a
maj or center of rock groups
41• -•
_
•
som~day.''.
.
,
■h
~ Cd
4/t■
Discussmg hi:3 ~~nd s ow_n
I■~
1•,-pwa~
problems he said They_ (his
6137N.N orthw estH wy.
promoters) expected Chicago
to break the act Chicago just
POC K ET BIL LIARDS - 3 c u sH1ON BILLIARDS- Foose ALL
isn 't . a famous . C'i t y for
EL EC TR O NIC GAME S - AIR HOCKEY - AND MORE
breakmg acts, as witnessed by
Present this ad or you r UN I 1.0 . Card
S tyx." Although some perFor every hour you·play; we'll give
formers think th~t Chicago is
an addit ional 30 minutes FREE!
below standards m the recordEXPI RES
ing area; Jim feels . tha_t "we
DAILY
~•_
have the best studios m the
9
l ■.. OPEN
A .M . - 1 A.M .
• · -~
Feb. 3 , 1 77
•
we, can m atch
• ~■ 10
Sunda y: Noo n-1 A .M. ■ ,.,
■•
,oneadpe, cusromeo
■
,f world • and
,,
.,_______
- - - - - - - - anybody.
He also though t
ijJ : ..
...:; \. it . ' ' ...... "4,,.,J t',.. '-1. '-11 ! .... - .. .:... " ~
. -~ ( (!
...,
i.. .. •. f ,. ~ ·;;

group which sponsors these
afternoon concerts.
Jim began playing the
saxophone at age 11, and then
continued by learning the
piano. He took up guitar when
tJie Beatles came into vogue.
1:1-is big jump came wheQ he
was with the Ides of March.
, When asked about the stigma
of being in a once famous
group, and having to play the
same song over and over he
replied, "I don't get tired of
that at _all, not many people

have and the opportunity-to go
the places I went with the Ides
of March, and a hit record is
something really neat because
no matter how many times
you've played it, it is always
fresh to an audience because
there's always a new aud~ence
out there. Like today, I must
have played "Vehicle" a ,
million times, but each time I
put a little something different
into it because I know that
everyone else out there wants
to hear the song. "Vehicle" is

.~------, •------=--•
I
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I

I
I
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Jim Peterik. [Photo by Cindy Hagerty)
that Chicago has competent
together in the studio, a great
studios and great engineers.
chance that we'll be working
When asked how he thinks
together again.
the concert went he thought
Presently Jim is helping
that it's hard to play to an
produce several talents and is
afternoon group, and especialinvolved with other production
· ly to a house 'which is not full.
work along with studio work.
Although he prefers colleges to
Personal goals for Jim Peterik .
clubs, he did say that a full
include continuing to perform
house has a special quality to
and "and gain a nationwide
it, you can feel the vibrations
audience; the personal goal I
and everybody gets excited.
have more than anything is to
In writing his songs, Jim
consolidate the direction of my
usually gets a title, and then
music; there's a certain advan'
thinks up a story to go along
tage to having variety.
When
with it. "Vehicle," and " L.' . . you're first t rying to make it_
Goodbye," were titles before
and believe it or not I 'm first
they were songs.
' trying to make it now, it's a
The band will be playing
solo thing. You have to fit into
a
category.'' " The n ext goal is
through January , and then
to make the next album ten
take a time for reassessment.
times better than the first."
They will be assessing where
they are, and where t hey want
Well here's to Jim Peterik
and the Shy Rhyt hm Section,
togo fromthere.Jimalsosaid,
· "if it is financially feasible to
I wish you good luck and am
put a band together we'll pu t
looking foward to a new album
it t ogether again, a t which
which wil\ contain brass
time hopefully I'll be able to
s ection s . Hopefu lly what
put the exact band toget her
might be put together could
with Qne more member proopen a whole new era with
bably1 p percussionist. Brea.k- -.:brass again becoming popular.
ing up, isn't: t he ,word,- <;au!le , , .Plil~l:iaps ,Jim ,can " . . .take us
to the nearest §tlir:<1 .'' once
we •r ey. f·t~:i·u . th e grea t es t O f
friends ,,.ana •we'll be working
more.
--<
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UNI vs. CSU
(cont'd from page 12)

Basketball photos by Pauline
Philipps.

was 21 for 34, with many of
these coming from the twilight
zone. Mondane narrowed the
lead to two at 80-78 with 8:30
remaining, and this marked
the real start of the sharp
shooting derby, as both teams
kept firing the ball through the
hoop from long range. But for
every basket that Mondane,
Bobby Beckam, or Sam Clark
could muster, Cyrus would get
one back at the other end of
the floor .
In the end, it was Tyrone
Rutues who made the diff;r-

I- - - - - - - - - - - -I

ence as he drew foul after foul
going to the basket. With
·1 PIANO TUN ING I three seconds to. play in
I
I regulation time, Rutues' free
I
$18Quality-work
I throws had tied the score at
I . 103 and UNI had the ball.
I
·I
DON .7_28-2618
I They t hrew it away, and
- • - - - - - - - - - - almost the game with it, as
Cyrus' last second desperation
shot bounced teasingly on the
rim before falling off to insure
LUNCH, DINNER & LA TE SNACKS
the overtime.
In the first overtime period
PIZZA IN THE PAN
UNI fell behind almost imCocktails
•
Char-broiled Gull iburgers
mediately and once again
Ribs • Chicken • Steaks

rallied on the strength of their
free throw shooting, with
Mondane leading the comeback. Another last-second miss
by the Cougars meant a
second overtime period, with
the scoreboard reading 113 for
both sides.
Northeastern began to as-·
sert themselves now however
as they took a co:nmandin~ _
five point lead with 1 :28 left.
Within five seconds, State had
cut the lead to one, the result
of a basket and a quick steal
on the inbounds pass. Cyrus
gave the Cougars a one point
lead with a pair of free throws,
but Mondane was fouled in the
backcourt to set up his
dramatic ·one and one situation
with only 5 seconds left. Carl
Nowack's steal of a Co~gar
pass assured the Eagles of
their stupendous victory.
Mondane and Rutues led the
Eagles ' scoring, as Lamont
totalled 36 points and Tyrone
Rutus had 35. Beckam added
24 and Clark, who's looking
better every game following

his l,lnkle injury, contributed
21 for the victors, barely
enough to withstand Ken
Cyrus' 49 points for the
visitor.
The most encouraging thing
about h~s v ictory was that it
proved that the Eagles could
successfully adjust their style

of play to a team who
outplayed the Eagles at their
own game. And I don't know·if
the Eagles will get a post- 11'son play9ff berth as a reslilt<1~t
this game alone, but t his it d{e
game on which t hey and t·h ;i·r
fans will look back for a long
long time to come.

Eagles a better team than records show
RESTAURANT & PUB
8808MILWAUKEE AVE .
Phone 298-21 oo
(corner M ilwaukett & Dempster)
2727 W. Howard SI. 338-2166

by John Stepal
It almost seems like an
anticlimax.
I remember talking to Coach
:. Doug De Vincent just before
the. Eagles:,4iS11PP9i,ntil}g loss
to St. Xavier. He felt that this
· year's winner of the conference
Thousands of Toplcs
would lose at lea; t two, and
Send for your up-to-daJe, 160. pega, mail order .;atalog. Enclose
possibly, three, games. As
$1.00 to COl/'81' · postage and
much as I'd like to agree with
~nding.
his opinion, I cannot, especialRESEARCH ASSISTANCE; JNC.
ly after seeing some of the
113~ IDAHO AVE., I 206
results of other conference
LOS ANG.RES, CALI f'. 90025
games. To my way of thinking,
12131 477-8474
UNI and SXC are several
Our ~rch papers ~re sold for
notche; ahead of the other
i:esea!ch pUrJ>014!1 only.
conference teams, and it
wouldn't surprise me if both
schools, barring le_tdowns _or
.--- : , · poor officiating, win the rest of
ARE
YOUR@ijf}tt
their games. (Except their
•
February 1 meeting)
/NS UR AN CE RA TES
Due to their victory over us,
TOO HIGH?
St. Xavier now ~s the upper
hand. The Eagles, meanwhile,
Call Gary Robinette
have to hope that somebody

RESEARCH

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I-

surprises the Cougars, and, at
the same time, must win the
rest of their conference games.
They managed to accomplish
the latter last week, as they
defe~t.~ - George Williams, 6761 , and St. Francis, 92-78. On
Saturday they travelled to
Green Bay to play St. norbert
and dropped a 96-90 decision
there. The Golden Eagles are
now 10-9, 2-1 in conference
play.
Tuesday night was an
opposite of last Friday, as the
Eagles weren't mentally for
George Williams and probably
didn't deserve to win the
game. Northeastern was missing something, perhaps the
killer instinct, as they couldn't
pull away from the pesky
Indians. Tyrone Rutues led the
team with 24 points, while
Lamont Mondane contriubuted 22.
.
Against the Saints, how-

966-7671

I
._ _____ __II ~---------------I
I
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Automobile Insurance
8605 N. Milwaukee, Niles, Illinois
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We're looking for a responsible career
oriented woman.

NANOFAST, INC. has an immediate opening for a
capable woman for general office and typing.
Responsibilities include typing proposals-, sales letters,
new literature, etc., in - addition to receiving incoming
phane calls and some help in purchasing, etc.
NANOFAST makes a variety of sophisticated electronic
equipment including some of the most advanced digital
and .analog equipment available. NANOFAST products
are used by NASA and the Air Force for satalite and
space shuttle work, by the Energy •Research and
~evelopmsmt Administration ·for laser fusion work, by
co~panies in the energy field for investigating for new
sources of energy, etc. The requirements of the position
include typing 50 wpm [or more), . a willingness to
assume responsibiJity, and an interest in a variety of

*
~
l Hollywood
Bed 49.95 *
:
*l Twin
Matt & Box 54.00 *
Full Matt & Box 59.00 *
*lt- Sofa
Bed
94.95 ·•
Folding Cot
49.95 :
: Pi!lows
1.90 *
t A inerican t
l Sleep Shop : I~~
NANOFAST, INC.
I
416 W. Erie, Chicago, Illinois
*~ 4635N.Kedzie
* I For further Information please call 337-7718.
. 267-2870 . '
·*
*........................... *
~
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ever, the Eagles jumped to an
early ·lead and never looked
back. St. Francis tried to ·
counter the Eagles' fast break
with a little running of their
own, but soon found that this
tactic was to no avail. For·
every basket the Saints made
via their fast break, they gave
up two because of their
inability to cope with the
Eagles' press. The final score
is not really a true indication
of the game, as Rutues and
Gary Briars were forced to sit,
out much of the second half
due to foul trouble. Mondane
picked up the slack in the last
half, however , and finished

with 24 points, while Bobby
Beckam 'added' 21 and Rutues
scored 18 before his departure
with five _fouls.
, ,,.. ,' ,,
Northeastern ' s upc~ming
games include enounters with
IIT tonight (away); ·Chicago
Circle Tuesday (away); and
the Homecoming game against
Lewis on Friday. All of these
lead up to the · do-or-die
rematch with St. Xavier on
February I. Should UNI lose
that game, they can all but ·
forget any hopes of winning
the conference this year.
I just hope it isn't too late
already.
• ,

11

B-hall .w o1nen
•
Will two as
season opens _
by John Stepal
The women's basketball
team made a successful home
debut last Monday as they
squeaked by Harper 44-43 .
This is the Eagles' second win
of the young season, and while
a 2-0 record is not exactly
cause ·for rejoicing, it seems
that UNI will easily better last
year's 3-10 mark.
The game is basically the
same as men's basketball, the
exceptions being the lack of
the ten-second line and also
the backcou~t violation. There
are more traveling violations
in women ' s b-balf than in
men's, but this is more than
compensated for by the lack of
fouls , or, at least, fouls called.
Other than that, the girls play
either - a 2·3 zone, or a

man-to-man (woman-to-woman?) defense most of the 'time,
similar to the men, and try to
hit the open man (woman?),
also like the men.
As evidenced by Northeast•
em's two wins, (the other was
a 52-28 shellacking of Illinois
B_e nedictine) Coach Betty Guzik and assistant Tom Trefilek
have instilled a winning attitude in the team, the thing
which was missing throughout
last season. The team's roster
includes Linda Iussa, Rita
Marek, Francine Porter, Kate
Black , Vicky Avers, · Mary
Joyce , Mary Finley, Diane
Quinn, Leslie Gelander, · Al·
lison Mueller, Wendy Burton,
Kathy Zyrkoski, and Bernie
Mori. Let's see some fans at
their next home game!
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lor sale
FOR · Sale: 73 VEGA GT
hat.chback, coppertone, 4 spd, AC,
tinted wind., AM/FM, cust. int &
mags, posi, new radials & brakes,
runs good, 40,000 mi, $895. or
better offer, call 583-4050 Ext. 501
bet. 10 & 4 - Duke.
For Sale : 1968 FORD PICKUP
TRUCK 4 WHEEL DRIVE;
STICK SHIFT; GOOD COND.
ASKING $1500 .00 OR BEST
OFFER PLEASE CALL NANCY
AT 736·3425 (EVENING)
For Sale: 1968 FORD FAIR·
LANE
2
DR.
MANUAL
BRAKES AND STEERING
BOTH ENGINE AND BODY IN
GOOD COND. ASKING $650.00
OR BEST OFFER PLEASE
, CALL NANCY AT 736-3425
(EVENING)
For Sale: Panasonic S•track
stereo play/record tape deck .
671-6202 or 5834050x446.

l
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lree classilieds

If she's cakes, can I be your
cupcake? R.S.V.P.
Coffee WITH CREAM:
Sorry. You seemed so offended
after I had to ask you how you like
it. I didn't forget, it's just that
you usally buy!
Chicken Soup
"without cream"
Wolfman:
How's your lip? Love, Ali
I hope your code geds
bedder soond I lub you so buch.
Bobby

Congrats Dr. Barnes!!!!
This only proves that the South
shall rise again! !! !
Jimmy Carter

MAX
When are you going to get rid of
your first generation bionics.
DON

Melanie,
How did you really break your
toe??????
THE RE~ER REPAIRER

JUNE
I hope that all the luck in the
will be with you. By the way you
haven't said one thing wrong this
year yet. By the way I'M trying to
do less talking.

---

/--------

Guy,
.
Don't fret halter season is
coming!!! BUT WHEN?!?!?!??
ANOTHER SEX MANIAC

Bary,

Jery Tillesen,
•
How are you. Why are you
reading !his, you don't go to this
School.
Joe aJ man .. .

DenisI just love our "understanding."
•Hang in there, baby!
Tarry
Lost: Black wallet on Jan. 7
1977 containing many identifica· P.S. Ahhh!I
tion cards such as S.S., School ID,
Alien card, driver license and other Rich 8.:
' Congratulations, and you have
things. If found please contact
one ultimatum. . . to remain as
Yolette at this number 491·9807.
sweet, and as enthusiastic, Good
Luc~.

lost

Job

To my ever-admiring fan;
I go to the hole a lot better with
my right hand. Let me know when
you wanna play one-on•oi.e. ·
Rich, The JV 8-ball player
Dear God:
Please send a snowstorm to
Chicago starting on Jan. 29 and
let it snow till Spring. If you do I
promise to be a good little girl. A
VERY GOOD little gii,l.
A Chicago Cowboy
The nurse in Health Service is in
need of a ride to the vicinity of
Pulaski and Peterson each day,
Monday thru Friday at 4 p.m. Will
pay.
Call Health Service - -Ext. 354,
355, 356.

Jim of T.K.E.
Why don't you just leave office.
Hector the Hustler
Strutzo Hope. you're feeling better by
now. You don't deserve to be sick.
When are we going to do
something exciting - like going
bowling or driving on express·
ways?
Tarry
P.S. Ahhhhhhh!!I
JOHN, DON, JUNE, & KIM:
Your first personal of the Year
of Our Lord One Thousand Nine
Hundred and Seventy-Seven.
Guess Who?
BOB MILLER:
Thank you for a nice Friday.
SNOWDUSTER

Dear Sticks:
Hi!!!!!
Another Long Blondie
and the Monk

--------- - - - ·- Dear Wayne,
Sometimes you must wait
longest for what y.J)u want most
out of life. But hang in there you really are a great guy, not just
an ear for everyone else's problems. I am sure things will work
out for you. And remember, like I
said, my ear is always open to
your troubles.
Your friend, Sue.

-------------

,.

OLIVIA
Have a good time when you go
skiing. Don't worry about the rug
JIMMY all ready has ideas.
DON
KIMIE and TEDDY
I know why you left the party .
early. So you could sleep with
dogie.
DON
PIC
K~p doing the good job that
you have ' been doing. A lot of
people have confidence in your
ability.
DON
SANDY, RICH, and BOB
I am glad to see 3 fine people
elected as officer of NEWMAN. I
am sure we will work as a fine
team.

DON

ROBERT REDFORD
To the next PRESIDENT .
GOOD LUCK!

Don:
Congratulations to you, and
DON
HERR DOKTOR WILLIAM
Bobby [bass clarinet),
HELP WANTED HANDY. may you have a long and
PIZZI:
I'm sorry.
MAN to work around the Newman prosperous term in office, sorry
You dared me. Ha! Ha! I did · BOOM-BOOM
pie
Bishop!
it anyhow.
So I'M not good enough to
Center part-time. Make your own ·
hours, $2.50/hour. If interested
DER SCHULER dance with.
Doc,
· DON
call Father John· Price, 583-6109.' Liz:
I think duck billed platipusses
I'm sick of waiting for the
--------------.......'
(plattipi?) are rather .sexy.
morning, maybe the night can be
TO SO~EONE I SHOULD
Woody Allen
full of it's own kind of excitement.
PAN INN LIBBY,
KNOW
" Midnight
at
the
We usually find the time several
Olivia,
Oasis" . . .
My guppies could live_ any-_ times a week, and you know it's
eeeeeeeee
I'm glad I found out who you
only to see you!
\!ANTED: OLD, WORN, UN·
where!!!
_were. H was driving me up a wall.
WANTED COATS. PLEASE
A CONCERNED DRUNK
voiceless·
robert redford
BRING THEM TO ROOM F-110 J.S.
Love that sports page, keep up
(BY THE EX-LITTLE THEA·
90 DEG~EE INCISORS,
SMOKEY THE BEAR,
the good work!
C.D.,
TRE) AND PUT THEM ON THE
Our next camping trip can only
Tarry . I think everyone enjoyed the
I never thought the nights could
TABLE MARKED " PUT COATS
cupie doll but fie why did you ruin
be weeks away. Is it still in
P .S. Seen any good movies lately?
be so bright. I miss you always
HERE " ANY QUESTIONS?
good chewing ice?
February, Doc wants to know.
CALL X539 AND TALK TO
when you 're not near me. Who
pie
Hey Ant-Eater Friend:
FIVER
DICK HESLER THANKS
needs sleep anyway?
I'm sure gonna miss you while I
Brent,
Me
am out of town since all I'll have
SHARDIK,
The hug made up for the pepper
to keep me warm is the sun. With
This birthday wish is late I
joke you didn't give me due credit
Judy,
any luck a snow storm will hit
know , aaahhhhhhh , that ' s the
for.
Chicago when I get home and we'll
Your voice does not sound
pie
breaks.
get snowed in . I '11 hang my
funny. Just a little strange. Get
WHO IS USELESS "SEVEN?"
THE KING
toothbrush next to yours anytime!
well.
Jeremiah Johnson,
xoxo
inappropriately
white
THUNDER THUMBS :
Doc
If history repeats· we'll be
WOOD.Y ALLEN,
Tell us, how did you get such ~n toothbrush.
p~sident-less! You should have
Actions are supposed to speak
interesting nickname, or is it your
Robert Trahan,
been there Monday - you 'd have
Frank :
louder than words, Fie, the curse
reputation?
tore up your petition. I missed ·
That was a great picture you
I
·purpQaely
didn't
return
your
.J Don't Understand
, is upon me.
your reassuring smile.
took on the front page of last
blue jeans before I left town. I
MARTY BALIN
Woody Allen
w~k's Print (Vol. 19, No. 14).
~hink it will :be ajce being able t.o
L.B.P.
Ed.
From me to you witn·. more - :to . ·get info y_o ur pants for nine
PIC,
Dear Licorice Stick:
straight days.
come. Surprise!
'
· ·
Happy Belated Birthday. Most
"Well she took me to the woods
HHHHHH (heavy breathing)
M.L.P.
Patti,
Melodious wishes for the comin
saying here comes something and
We mus t nave that long talk
year. Sorry I didn't send this
it feels so good . . . "
•
" Only the just man enjoys peace Dear Steve, ·
soon. ,
sooner, but my fingers got stuck
PAULSIMQN
You crazy nut! Did anyone ever
of mind ."
SM
to my licorice stick since I was
Epicurus tell you you're just that.
practicing
that
Sherhershazade
so
Love, Shorty!
CINDY,
much. (Ha Ha) How's your new lip
Jim,
Toothpaste . . .
I know this is a week late, but I
positon?
Was that a genuine RamapitheIf it's going to be such a long , The Hons,
also know that you have a kind
From
cus I saw?
You win the bad award for
winter, we'd better get our · skis ·
The Last but Not Least , heart and .will forgive me. If you·
Doc
today. Also can I get to know your
on!!!
are counting the days, it's only
Licorice Stick
Gee your hair smells terrific bepoo better?
three.
The Great Baldo Pepper
JIM
- - - , ·- - Mike McDonald,
<;<., long as an institution condones
Little
Blue
Datsun
Parked
Happy Birthday!!!
Near Newman ·center :
DEAR OLIVIA,
The Lunchers injus tice, the function of the law
,will be to defend injustice. And
You must be cold and lonely
Only one and you were listening
those who ignore the injustices are
sitting by yourself all day. Doesn't
to it on Tuesday.
Dear Jimbo,
IARE YOUR@P·
your Mother care about you? Bye
Hello there! .I'm in one of my equally as guilty as those who
JIMMY
INSURANCE RATES
Bye little blue datsun.
crazy moods today and I decided commit and conceal them. And as
time
passes,
the
more
unjus
t
they
TOO HIGH?
YOUR
FRIEND
to write you one. H ope you like it.
BRENT,
P .S. Sorry I missed you at the are, the more respectable they will
There can be two kinds of
seem.
set last Sat. H ope you had fun !
Call Gary _R oblnetle
impressions, good or bad. Also, I
Love, Anna Olivia ~
- - -- - -Babe ;
-1·
966-7671
can't ~ake any credit for the magic
- -:- .... - - - - - - - -- - Do you ·realize that your brother
. I ·miss Thursday cooking. Hope
trick
with
the
pepper.
De~ DRE;A)\_1.,WEAVE;R:
Automobile Insurance
got· me into this mess?· . ' '
" ' we can do it soon. Nice to know
ROBEJlT REDFORD
you care.
Th~nk .you for setting my mind
86~5 N. Milwa!l~ee, Niles, Illinois
Tarry
Hon
straight! And for everyt hing else!
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Eagles retain CSU's
'Beautiful' trophy
by John Stepal

• • •

.and

In what was probably the
most exciting game since
Northeastern opened its doors,
the Golden Eagles defeated the
Chicago State Cougars Tuesday in a thrilling, double
overtime victory. Lamont
Mondane secured the win with
two clutch free throws with
just five seconds remaining in
the second overtime . to· give
UNL its 130-129 verdict. It's
hard to believe that this is the
same Chicago State team who
Northeastern demolished (10784) earlier in the season, but
the Eagles: triumph signifies
that the trophy, which is given
to the winner of this crosstown
rivalry , will stay at UNI at
least until their next meeting.
Northeastern knew their
work was cut out for them, as
the Cougers started a team
which included three 6'5" and
two 6'7" players. It turned out
that this fivesome was also
extremely quick, not, to mention their tremendous overall
shooting ability.
In the early going, State
broke the Eagles' press as if it
were non-existent, and also
tried to run on our cagers ;
tactic that was successful for
some time. Only when the
Cougars were forced to run a

a

33-Mondane

l

sports

pattern offense did the Eagles
threaten and come back, as
they recorded several steals.
One way to beat a fast break is
to shoot well, and t h at's
exactly what the Eagles did as
they took a 33-32 lead with
6:30 left in the half.
Mondan e particularly was
leading the assault throwing ·
on shots from all over the
court. And although th e
Eagles; lead was short-lived, it
was enough· to signify that
they could come back against
this team, which they were
forced to do several times
throughout the game.
The half ended with the
Cougars up by a 56-50 score,
and the statistics revealed that
they were shooting an amazing
725, canning 25 of 40. The
man-to-man defense t hat the
Eagles had been using
throughout the half was
scrapped by Coach Doug . De
Vincent in favor of a 2-3 zone,
his reasons being the easy
baskets that State was getting
due to their greatest height
adv antage and reboundin g
edge. Also, for t he firs t time in
many a moon, t he E agles did
no t oper a te t he full court
press, as Chicago State -was
too quick for it to be eff~tive. _
As the zone neutralized, the

· Just when · things started · .
going well for Mark Breen and
the hockey team ; · strange
occurrences began to take
place. It all st a rted on
Balance Beam, giving her a December 19, the date of
2nd place fin ish. Gloria 's Northeastern ' s most recent
second and Jan's third-place home game. The opponent was
fin ish in All-around gave Morraine Valley, a team which
Northeastern t heir proud win. _ had previously beaten the Ice
The final score tffl- Beginner Eagles this season. The final
Competition was Northwes~m score saw UNI on the short
(3) 57.55, Triton (2) '83.50 and end of a 7-0 decision, and,
Northeastern (1 ) 84.85. Triton · while Coach Breen and the
had been previously undefeat- team both complained about
ed.
the quality ~f the referees,
Sue Alderson and Lynn they were clearly outskated on
- Hitchcock competed in Option- this date.
als . . Lynn did her best vault
Following this came- losses
ever giving her the first~ Sue to Ferris State (twice) ~nd ·
competed in Unevens; Lynn · Illinois State. Howevet, these
finished with a second. In two are among college hockFl~or Ex she took a third. ey's elitef and UNI was, more
Lynn did her Balance Beam or less, expected to lose the
routine, earning. a first. The these schools . . The Eagles'
all-arou~d score for Lynn most recent game was played
Hitchcock was 27.20, giving last Saturday at Northern
her a firm hold on the Illinois, and a victory would
All-around first-place spot.
assure them of at least a tie for The team's next home meet th~ conference title. - ·
is Wed. , January 26. It should
Although Northern was outprove to be a good quad meet. shot, the Huskies prevailed,'
Come cheer them on to a 6-4.
victory.
The -loss- was Northeastern's
· These past two wins would first in conference play, and
not have been possible wit}:iout brought their overall record to
the help of Head Coach Betty 7-7. The Eagles now must hope
Meyer and Assistant Coaches that either Western Illinois or
Lewis Mallo, Terry 'Theobold Bradley, the other conference
and Geroge Crolwey. The niembers,,can, saddle Northern
Women '_s Gymnastics team with a loss before UNI hosts
extends a speciaJ thanks to the rematch on February 6.
them.
Northeastern's already thin
defense suffered a blow

Gymnasts ;win three
The womens gymnastics
team added three more victor.ies to their record. T}:iey met
Northern on Saturday for their
first victory.
In Vaulting, Joyce Furczyk
t ook the lead followed by ,
Bessie Kouchoukos. Floor Ex
was not up - to par. Jan
Nerovich was able to score a
second though. Jan also placed
first in Unevents followed by
Gloria Feliciano. It pleased the
team ·a great deal to see Jan
take a first in All-around . ·
Gloria tried h_er hardest but
was beaten out of t hird by .6.
_ Lynn Hitchcock went e:x.hibition in Optinials. She scored a
second in Balance Beam.
The gymnasts th~n met
Triton and Northwestern last
Monday, giving them their
satisfying triumph of the
season. Kathy Koril displayed
one of t~eir best vault efforts,
giving her a second. Jan
Nerovich, Joyce Ftirczyk,, and
Bessie Kouchoukos brought
home a third way tie. Kathy
. was quite surprised' when she
heiatd of htlr first place victory
in Unevens. Mimi Keefe did
wen, also finishing second .•On
Floor Ex _Gloria finished first
with Bessie in third place.
nJoria was also strong in

....

;
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Cougars' height, the absence
of the press made it harder for
them to run, as t he Eagles'· got
back on defense quickly.
For all these changes ,
however, UNI couldn't cut the
Cougars lead to any extent, as
once a gain Chicago Sta t e
exhibited their fine shooting,
particularly Ken Cyrus, who

he did it!

(Cont'd on page 10)

34-Clark

44-Rutues

Skaters hit untimely losing streak
by John Stepal ·

by Lynn Hitchcock

>

when

Bob J er'Inal was struck by a
which starts at 3:15. The game
stick and required twenty
is at the Skatium, located at
stitches to close t}:le wound.
Skokie and Bronx roads in
Bob ·j oins Al Blitstein, _who
Skokie.
has still not fully recovered
from his shoulder separation,
I haven't seen too . many
on the ~asualty list. However,
people at Northeastern's hockCoach Breen hopes to have . ey games this season. Must be ·
Jerma ready for this Sunday's · the outlandish prices.
··
showd own . agains t Lewis,

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSlTY
VARSITY BASKETBALL ROSTER -

1976-77
Name

No

Year

Ht°

Ron Bates
40
Fr. 6'6"
Bobby Beckam . 32 Sr. 6'0"
Gary Briars
30. Sr. 6'1"
SamClark
34 .Jr. 6'3½"
Brad Davis
42 . Jr. 6'3"
Peppi Martin
21 Fr. 6'0"
Lamont Mondane33
Jr. 5'9"
Robert Lucius· 45
Fr. 6'2"
Carl Nowack
So. 6'0"
Tyrone Rutues 44 Sr. 6' 7" George Shimko 23 :Jr. 5'10"
Derrick Stewart 43 Fr. · 6'2'-'
Murray Hampton 50 So: 6'2"
Danny. Hill _
31
Fr. 6'2"

Wt

Pos. High School

18.0 C
175 c;
.i 70 F
175 F
l&O · F
145 G
1. 67 • G
195 F
166 G
205 C
160 G
176 F
169 F
173 F

Chgo. Vocational
Farragut
Maine South
King
Orr
Clemente
.M~rshall
Lane
Lane
Senn
St . Rita
Harlan
King
Parker

COACH: -Doug DeVincent ·
ATHLETJC·DIRECTOR: . ·Dr. Isadore '$pin" Salario
NICKNAME: "Golden Eagles"
COLORS: Brown&Gold
ENROLLMENT:. 6,500
RECORD: 1975-76, 21-9
MANAGER$: Will Crawford, Sam Barner
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